
Thankyou for volunteering to set up 
the miniroos fields for U8 and U9: 
TH#2A and TH#2B

TH#2A is closest to the change 

rooms.

TH#2B is closest to the cricket nets.

U8 & U9

small sided 

field Set Up

CRICKET NETS END TH #2 .

CHANGE ROOM END TH #2 .

MINIROOS #2A

MINIROOS #2B



Each field has equipment and 
signage that is specific to that 
field. It is labelled as such. 
This helps our visitors locate 
their field. Please make sure 
you set each field up to reflect 
this.

What you 

need:

Each field has:

* 2 x goals * 2 x bench seats

* 4 x ¼ line markers * Signs
.

Shared between both fields: 

* 1 x tub (pegs/mal let)   *  Rubbish Bin



These goals have fragile frames – they 
must be carried by the sides.
DO NOT carry the goals by the top 
crossbar on your own . The ‘lugs’ joining 
each section snap off when the frame 
flexes – then the nets tangle and tear.

2 people should carry a pair of goals to 
and from the fields. (See pic)

The goals are positioned half way along 
the goal line.
The goal mouth should be on the goal line.
Insert pin to lock goals open.
Use tent pegs to keep goals in place.
Don’t allow children to practise goals ti l
the pegs have secured the goals.

Goals

Locking pin goes here.

There is one for the left 

and right hand side of 

each goal.

The pins stay chained to 

the goal at all times to 

avoid getting lost.

Carry the goals by the sides, NOT THE 

TOP CROSS BAR or they will break 



Benches are provided for teams to 
sit in the Technical Area.

No spectators or parents are 
permitted on these benches in the 
Technical Area.

Each field has 1 bench for the home 
team, and one bench for the 
opposition team.

Place the rubbish bin between each 
field’s benches.

Benches

MINIROOS #2A

MINIROOS #2B

bin

bench

bench

bench

bench



1/4 line markers are used to mark 
areas and identify fields.

Each marker has the field number on it-
PLEASE match the markers to the fields 
correctly.

Each field has  4 quarter line markers that 
are placed just outside the sideline of each 
field.

¼ line markers are placed half way
between the centre of the field and the 
goal box. A small black line perpendicular 
to the sideline marks the location.

¼ line 

markers

MINIROOS #2A

MINIROOS #2B



Signs identifying each field     are 
placed as  per marks on the  map.
2A sign is on the corner of 2A facing 
field 1, 2B sign in on the corner of 
2B facing the car park so people 
see it coming up the steps.

Signs

MINIROOS #2A

MINIROOS #2B
Signs are used for 
identification and safety, 
as well as to advise all of 
football and ground 
regulations.

No entry signs    are 
placed within the fenced 
area to advise parents to 
watch games from outside 
the fence boundary



Thankyou for 

your help

Our miniroos and 
minitildas players 
appreciate your 
assistance


